Comparing machine-independent versus machine-specific parallelization of a software platform for biological sequence comparison.
A platform program that performs biological sequence comparison provides a case study to compare the relative advantages of a machine-independent approach to parallel computation versus a machine-specific approach. The program consists of two routines: (i) PSCANLIB, which compares a single biological sequence against a database of sequences, and (ii) PCOMPLIB, which compares a database of sequences against another database of sequences, or against itself. The program was first parallelized to run on the Intel Hypercube parallel computer using native Hypercube commands to coordinate the parallel computation. The parallelization logic of the program was then translated into a machine-independent parallel programming language, Linda. These two approaches to parallelization are contrasted in terms of: (i) the expressive power of the logic that coordinates the parallel computation, (ii) the portability of the machine-independent version to other parallel machines and (iii) the relative efficiency of the two versions of the program. In the benchmark tests reported, the benefits of the machine-independent approach were achieved with only a modest sacrifice in efficiency.